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REDEFINING 'ZERO ENERGY' FOR HOMES
Is it time to revamp the lingo around zero energy? Philip 
Beere from GCOMM360 and Dave Everson from Mandalay 
Homes say yes.
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Dave Everson, CEO of Mandalay Homes and a recognized leader for home building innovation, 
says it is time to revamp the renewable energy model by designing for the grid—not net-
metering. This means redefining how we talk about zero energy. 

Zero energy is when the total amount of energy used by a home on an annual basis is equal to 
the amount of renewable energy created on-site. It should not be confused with energy 
efficiency or less environmental impact. Meaning if one loads a rooftop full of solar panels, any 
house can achieve zero energy. When excessive solar panels are installed, more energy will be 
generated than required to operate it—sometimes resulting in grid overload and a negative 
impact on the environment. 

Zero Energy vs. Zero Energy Ready 
In 2013, the U.S. Department of Energy launched its Zero Energy Ready Home (ZERH) 
program. The goal? To design a home to reduce its energy demand as much as possible, 
making it zero energy ready. In turn, very little solar is necessary to achieve zero energy 
compared with homes built to code minimum. A recent report by the Rocky Mountain Institute 
makes the case for zero energy ready homes, citing that it increases costs by as little as 1%. 

Solar salespeople sometimes use “zero energy” to capitalize on incentives and sell homeowners 
solar panels with the potential of “selling” energy back to the utility. On the other hand, the 
DOE and its ZERH program use zero energy to advocate a better built home that uses less 
energy to operate, improved indoor air quality, less water use, and lower environmental 
impact. 

Selling solar panels to customers on the premise of zero energy sometimes results in the 
adverse effect of net-metering, the anti-green effect, a cost shift, and grid overload. On the 
other hand, advocating zero energy to home builders can be positive—inspiring them to build 
homes that are designed to be energy efficient first, with the goal of reducing energy demand—
resulting in homes that are superior in quality compared with those built to code minimum. 
When combining a low energy demand home with solar panel affordability, it allows zero 
energy to make economic sense, and it is scalable. 

Builders Embrace the ZERH Program 
Since its inception, ZERH certifications have grown to nearly 3,000 homes. Moving forward, 
program commitments exceed 10,000 homes. Furthermore, the number of builders who have 
built or plan to build a zero energy ready home in 2019 has doubled to 44% from 21% in 2015. 
(Dodge Data and Analytics in 2017). 

Everson says we must focus on designing against net-metering and grid overload and solve the 
duck curve—the problem of too much energy created at non-peak hours—and lighten the 
environmental impact. He says incorporating storage will alleviate the need for coal and 
nuclear power supplies to fire on and off due to net-metering. 

Everson is not alone in the conversation about combating system peaks and distributed energy 
with storage. In New Hampshire, Liberty Utilities is launching a pilot program that will 
subsidize up to 500 battery storage units for homeowners to be proactive in lowering their 
utility bill while responding to system peaks. The pilot program is intended to produce a 
pivotal test case for home energy devices and reducing overall grid costs. 
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Could less solar have greater benefit to the environment than using more? Everson says yes, as 
demonstrated by the Mandalay iON home. The homes feature very low energy demand, giving 
special attention to energy design—balancing solar and storage with energy management 
software and technology. 

 

The Importance of Energy Storage 
The solution to wild electrical fluctuations in the grid is storage. Will storage transform the 
future of low-carbon energy generation? Not by itself. It’s one of several important factors—
distribution models and battery-based grid regulation among them. Energy storage has the 
potential to shape the global energy landscape as it allows for renewables in places where the 
grid was unable to accommodate them. Given the decreasing cost and technology 
advancements, storage is primed to counter the challenge of intermittent energy supply. It is 
hard to argue against storage when considering the following: 

1. Storage costs—an affordable solution 
Bloomberg New Energy Finance (BNEF) has forecast a veritable boom in energy storage 
installations in the coming years with investments hitting U.S. $1.2 trillion by 2040. Falling 
battery costs will be the driver behind this boom, with BNEF projecting a 52% drop in utility-
scale lithium-ion systems by 2030. 

2. Less solar is better for the budget and the environment 
When using storage, fewer solar panels are necessary to achieve a near zero electric bill and 
avoid net-metering. Everson says it may sound counter-intuitive, but using fewer solar panels 
and targeting a higher HERS Index has a greater benefit to the environment than a zero HERS 
Index home with MORE? solar—and it costs the homeowner less. Everson is adopting this 
formula for all new homes built by Mandalay. 
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3. Going dark during peak—less negative impact to the environment 
More of an issue in sunny states, the duck curve strains the grid as it forces ramping down 
conventional plants so far that the fast ramp-up to meet peak evening demand strains their 
operational capability and spikes fossil fuel resources and carbon emissions. 

The management of such oversupply during the midday hours results in decreased frequency 
response capabilities, which are caused by fewer energy resources being available to 
automatically adjust energy generation to maintain grid reliability. 

Since solar energy cannot ramp up or down on demand, grid operators have trouble balancing 
power generation if there’s too much solar. Solar energy causes periods of overgeneration 
during the day, followed by steep ramping needs from conventional sources in the evening. 
Traditional power supplies of coal and nuclear were not designed to fire on and off. Yet this is 
exactly what happens with solar and the duck curve. To avoid this risk, the grid needs access to 
automated frequency response systems that can quickly and automatically ramp up or down in 
the event of sudden interruptions. 

Recent policy shifts by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and some 
pioneering states, coupled with advancements in the energy storage market, are signaling a 
shift toward utilizing energy storage as a more environmentally friendly and cost-effective 
alternative to gas-fired peaker plants. If these trends continue, a combined solar and energy 
storage facility could help provide a clean, renewable energy solution to the problems created 
by the duck curve. 

Zero Energy Moves Forward 
Will storage spell the end to small companies selling solar panels? Not exactly. But these 
companies will be forced to become more creative. If they are going to survive, it will require 
adapting to a new market—obtaining detailed energy use data for clients, predicting energy 
flow on a second-by-second basis, and calculating financial payback. This will force installers to 
get savvier with energy modeling and storage trends. They also may be forced to incorporate 
storage solutions into their product lists. 

As private entities posture to support their interests, the zero energy and net metering debate 
intensifies. Those protecting nuclear and coal interests argue against solar and storage. 
Utilities argue against net-metering citing a cost shift and curtailment, while solar salespeople 
argue for it as arsenal for their sales pitch to homeowners. One thing is certain: thanks to net-
metering and storage, the zero energy of yesterday is undergoing a revamp. 

Meanwhile, Everson is making a clear statement. While others debate, he has completed his 
first 10 Mandalay iON homes, all of which are occupied. He has also broken ground on a 650-
home iON community that will be dark during peak and have the storage flexibility to provide 
electricity for an additional 2,000 homes. Everson is proving the model (in Arizona and 
beyond) as financially sound (for builder and home buyer), scalable, and as having less 
environmental impact and strain on the environment. 
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CaliforniaGeo Responds—
Leave it to a business—marketing guy to explain this issue in terms of sizzle rather than steak.  
I would have preferred it be written by a mechanical or electrical engineer.   The purpose of 
this article was evident from its opening paragraph—a “builder/innovator” wants to walk away from 
renewable energy, continue to utilize gas, favor the needs of investor-owned utilities, throw cold water 
on net energy metering, and add one more dilution of the term “zero energy.”  Let me explain.

Look again at the opening photograph to clearly see that both houses are attached to gas 
meters—that’s not innovation by this self-congratulatory builder.  Home solar PV intertied to 
the electric utility grid is bashed here with the Duck Curve problem supporting Everson to 
install costly storage batteries in each of his units rather than using the grid as his battery.  
Neither was there any mention of daylight mitigation of generation peaks by charging electric 
vehicles or programming other electric loads to operate at such times.

If solar PV’s contribution to the grid is so bad, why have utilities sought to limit homeowner 
systems’ contribution to 5% of grid generation while building or contracting for their own 
massive PV and wind turbine arrays?  Why are solar “power towers” built hundreds of miles 
from poplulation centers?  In 2017, Pacific Gas and Electric made the decision to walk away 
from re-licensing its Diablo Canyon’s 2,200 Megawatts of base load in ’24 and ’25 
because it was over $5 Billion cheaper to move to renewables, grid storage, and distributed 
energy generation.

The most efficient solar is parked on individual rooftops, serving immediate or neighborhood 
loads.  Unless your neighborhood is already 100% covered by PV roof systems, there’s little 
risk of worsening the Duck Curve.  The added benefit for utilities is that they don’t need to 
upgrade substations or transmission lines.  Rate modifications (including the possibility of 
residential “demand” rates) can handle the funding of grid storage and modification projects.

The tighter all new houses become, the greater their potential for indoor air pollution affecting 
the respiratory health of occupants.  Electrification of homes is the only way to slow the 7% 
average methane leakage from wellhead-to-meter and to let heat pumps take over all three 
functions of heating, cooling, and hot water production.  Each of these has better potential to 
level grid peaks because their operation can be priority scheduled when it can do the most 
good between buildings and the grid.

The marketers of new occupied space have polluted the technical jargon of “zero.”  The best 
that Mandalay seems headed for is zero annual electricity use in homes equipped with gas.  
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The most accurate translation of Zero Net Energy is when all the equivalent annual energy use 
has been provided from the homesite itself.  Since methane cannot be generated at the 
building site, we’re effectively talking solar PV of adequate size and electric heat pumps for all 
thermal loads sans cooking.  Want a smaller solar array?  Go with a geothermal heat pump, 
which outlives it’s air-sourced cousins, uses less electricity to operate, and can pre-heat hot 
water without separate equipment.

It is unfortunate that the federal government participated in this program of code mediocrity 
titled “Zero Energy Ready,” because the addition of a solar component after construction has 
little chance of taking the home to zero net energy and no chance of becoming carbonless 
ZNE.  Greater thermal envelope protection than 2012 guidelines remains a problem while we 
are now seeing builders who want to go back to 2 x 4 wall framing.  

The structural insulating panel business is taking off and is emphasizing equivalant R-value of 
wall assemblies of 2 x 6 framing (but at higher cost).  The foam in that product is a 
petrochemical derivative, while fiberglass insulated wider framing is a carbon-free element of 
construction.  Double-offset 2 x 4 studs on a 2 x 8 plate can defeat thermal bridging in wall 
assemblies and with blown fiberglass can take the assembly to R-33 at less cost than 
structural foam sheathing.  Carbonless ZNE is possible with conventional construction 
methods and equipment.  My own home/office uses an unusually small geothermal heat 
pump unit because its envelope is an effective thermal barrier.

Solar PV has come down 88% in cost over the last 10 years.  It has no moving parts and can 
maintain 80% of output for 25 years.  Geo heat pumps utilize underground fluid circulation 
pipes that are disaster-proof and consume no water.  They are the most efficient equipment 
known and cannot warm or cool your neighborhood like outside air-sourced equipment can 
and constitute a perpetual thermal battery by utilizing conduction rather than combustion.  
That’s as green as you can get!

—Bill Martin
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